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ESP
Can’t Be Beat!

ESP is the key
To emergency survival
For you and me.

You can do it
If you try.
Don’t let this opportunity
Pass you by.

ESP is an easy plan
Just one item a month
If you can.

Before you know it
Your kit’s complete.
Yes, ESP can’t be beat!

written by Joyce Harris
ESP
Activity Sheet

Mark an “X” on the things below that are not emergency survival items.

Water & Food  Fire Extinguisher  First Aid Kit
Butterflies  Cash  Ice Cream
Flashlight  Football  Portable Radio
Earthquakes do happen all over the World!

North America

Atlantic Ocean

Pacific Ocean

South America

Earthquakes Do Happen!

Earthquake Activity
Emergency Crossword Puzzle

Fill in the puzzle from the clues below.

Across
1. Short for Emergency Survival Program.
2. To be prepared is to be _______.
3. Occur.
6. The opposite of after.

Down
1. Earth shakings.
4. To get ready.
5. At once.
ESP Activity Sheet

Unscramble the ESP words below.
(Hint: the same words can be found on the scroll.)

home  me  school
duck  cover  hold
water  and  food
dolh____  nad____  meho_____
em____  ckdu____  trawe_____
odof____  locsoh____  veorc_____

SEP_____
Write the names of the items that belong in your emergency kit!

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H
Find and color the **San Gabriel Fault Line** and the **San Andreas Fault Line**.
Emergency Survival Program

ESP Activity Sheet

Emergencies can happen at any time!
Write the numbers on the clock. Now draw the hands on the face to show your favorite time of day. Be prepared for an emergency at all times!
Coloring Page
“I’m emergency prepared!”

Draw a picture of you with your emergency supplies.
ESP
Answers to the Activity Sheets
Just in case you need a little help.
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